
Configuration settings 
for nodes/host servers 
are passed to Ominium 
via its Rest API 

The Omnium repository 
captures all changes to 
Environments, usage, booking 
info, code versions info from 
IBM code deploy, OS parameter 
settings from Puppet or from 
the Omnium daemon, 
application settings and 
user/metadata in the DB from 
Omnium daemon. It manages 
and provides reporting on all Big 
Data generated by all DevOps 
tools used in the environment.   

 mnium Enterprise Test Environment A 

Test Environment B 

Dev Environment C 

Dev Environment D 

Pre-prod 
Environment E 

Fetch code 

Deploy code 

Deploy settings 

Testers/Developers/Support staff changing 
and overwriting Application/Environment 
Parameter/Settings. Omnium Daemon 
tracks all  changes made in real time. 

Features of Omnium Enterprise    

 The first of its kind  DevOps manager to capture and report on data generated by all other DevOps tools or in 
house tools. 

 It acts as a CMDB for non-production environments, capturing Configuration Items such as IP addresses, server 
location, disk space allocated, memory and CPUs allocated and can also simply be used to hold information on 
servers, computers, devices, technology assets etc. 

 Seamlessly integrates with all DevOps tools via its own REST API and provides a single, accurate, current source 
of all data retrieved from those tools. 

 Tracks all changes from the OS level through to the application layer (to include middleware, messaging, 
transaction and database tiers etc.) all the way to the front end. 

 Tracks all changes by either retrieving the data from existing DevOps tools, data such as OS parameter settings, 
configuration items,  code deployments to environments or by detecting  changes to application and 
environments specific configuration settings/parameters via the daemon. 

 Contains its own repository to store  all retrieved data and a user front end interface that provides  IT 
Environments Management functions such as booking, scheduling, importing environment booking info from 
Excel, automatically pulls deployment info/actual logs from Atlassian Bamboo.  Also provides reporting in the 
form of PDF reports, charts, dash boards, excel reports etc. 

 Captures all changes across the OS, application and database tier, changes to include configuration and 
parameter settings, also collates, manages  and interprets/analyses all the Big Data that is currently generated 
by DevOps tools and uses the data to provide management reporting. 

 Tracks any incidents of a security breach or a system getting hacked or unauthorised access, depending on how 
it is customised within the specific environment, because it is tracking all configuration settings which includes 
profile, security files and any changes the intruder makes across the configuration settings/parameters is likely 
to also be captured and flagged.  
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* These are for 
example only.  You 
are free to use your 
own  DevOps tools  
or other in house 
tools of  your choice. 

Omnium Demon Process/application - 
Runs, sleeps, wakes up and checks on all 
test, dev or production environments that it 
has run on at least once previously, tracks 
any changes to the environments. It then 
reports any changes to the user and 
requests for some direction from the user 
to accept the change or revert it.  The data 
captured is written to the Repository.  All 
seeing and all knowing. 

http://www.temscorp.com/
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